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Senior Environment Artist - 3D
Character & Environment Concepts - 2D

The last 19 years in the video game industry has been quite the ride, from concepting, modelling and lighting doomsday
devices in a mad scientist's secluded lava pit lair in '007: Agent Under Fire' to being part of the team that conceived and
built the first entirely freeroam version of 'Dead Rising', the years have brought fantastic artistic challenges.  To the years
ahead, It is my strongest desire to pursue the opportunities that allow me to continue creating engaging experiences in this
industry – To be inspired, and to hopefully bring out enthusiasm and inspiration equally in others. Video games always
have the potential to be emotionally moving pieces of art and I find genuine satisfaction being a part of that. 

19 Years of video game production experience
Ability to execute on all facets of game production:  Story > Concepts > Asset Creation > Final Product 
Shipped 10 AAA titles selling over 27 million units worldwide.  
Experience with all aspects of Environment design, production, and optimization with the goal of creating 
art that is charged with emotion and immediately engaging regardless of very short production schedules.  

 Seasoned Concept Artist (rapid visualization, story-boarding, digital painting)
 Senior Environment Modeller using Maya \ Zbrush 
 Digital Painting and Texturing with Adobe Photoshop \  Substance Designer and Painter
 Lighting / Post / FX systems
 Memory management and streaming sectioning for 'Open Worlds'
 Experience in Unreal Engine

Directed external production teams in multiple time zones and talent levels.
Mentored and trained new hires.

Think Tank Training Centre
Onsite Mentor 2016-Present   Mentor / Art Director

 Work closely with environment art students, guiding them in the industry standard practices of production.
 Art Direct the creation and finalization of Student demo reels to the highest quality
 Inspire and motivate while teaching best practices for collaboration and efficiency
 Incredibly proud that the majority of my students have gone on to employment at EA, the Coalition, Capcom and 

had their work featured in promotional materials and magazines.

Capcom Vancouver  
Unreleased AAA Capcom Title 2015-2018   Senior Environment Artist / Lead

 Modelled and textured early look-dev environments in the Unreal engine that became the visual target for the 
product.

 Worked with AD to create a set of art pillar guides for the very stylized surfacing approach.
 Crafted PBR compliant texture sets for both architectural and natural surfaces using Substance Designer and Painter.
 Led art teams in modular asset creation and final environment art placement for various regions, working in phases 

of completion alongside level design partners.
 Rapidly prototyped large areas of free-roam environment with modular kits for buildings and connective tissue.
 Took grey-blocked level design art and did paint-overs in photoshop to show proper realization of the terrain and 

environment. 

Super Ultra Dead Rising 3 Arcade Remix Hyper Edition E X + @ DLC

2014    Senior Environment Artist / Post FX /Promotional Artist

 Created four unique 'looks' for the product, which included hand painted comicbook-esque sky-domes, cloud 
systems, lighting and post that celebrated the style of classic Capcom arcade titles;  ie: 'Darkstalkers'.  Was given the 
freedom to 'run wild' and mostly art direct myself in the creation of these over the top and whimsical looks.
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 Hand painted all promotional box art that was used for convention floor presence during E3 and Comic Con. 
 Represented the game on the convention floor through giving interviews with gaming publications and media 

outlets.

Dead Rising 3 2012-2013   Senior Environment Artist / Lighter

 Modelled and textured all background vista art for entire free-roam, including all vegetation, structures, and terrain. 
 Hand tuned lighting and post effect values for 24 slices of our real-time lighting system.
 Worked closely with senior TA group to create custom technology to enable hierarchical LODs of entire zones and 

inclusion/exclusion volumes to allow for aggressive culling of objects / loading of custom vista elements based on 
player position.

 Guided development with the rendering team to build a custom dynamic cloud system from scratch allowing the 
game to have various cloud types that formed dynamically over time and reacted to various lighting conditions.

 Was responsible for the 3D front end menu environment modelling/texture/lighting
 Split my time between enviro work and the lighting team, which had me lighting large areas of the game world using 

a combination of Maya baked lightmaps and in-engine dynamic lights.

Electronic Arts
Need for Speed: The RUN 2011    Senior Artist Specialist 

 Created suites of original textures and vegetation proxies, applying them using the advanced shader and texturing 
system of the DICE Frostbite 2 engine re-creating real world locations selected from a trans continental journey 
across the US.  

Need for Speed: World 2007-2008   Senior Artist Specialist  / Co-Art Director

 Concepted, storyboarded and Co-Art Directed online marketing ad.  (CG film production)
 Created in-game FX for Vehicle Power Ups, Race Markers, and environmental effects. 
 Modelled all terrain, mountain systems, distant vistas.  Created iconic landmarks.

Need for Speed: Undercover 2005-2006   Senior Artist Specialist 

 Lead multiple external production teams acting as Art Director and World Lead.  
 Created extensive documentation to help guide the out-sourcers towards 'what looks good' for NFS.
 Built custom 3D Front End environment unique to the PS2 version of the title.

Need for Speed: Pro Street 2003-2004   Associate Art Director/Senior Modeller (PS2 / Wii)

 Created 2D concepts exploring unique 'visual looks' for the Wii's environments and Front End. 
 Authored textures and 3D assets (Sky Domes, Terrain, Organics, etc) specific for the use on SD.  
 Tuned all aspects of final lighting, colour correction, and fog, established unique 'times of day'
 Handled all aspects of in-game advertising.
 Worked with Marketing & Branding producing promotional screen-shots for use online and in print.

Need for Speed: Carbon   2005-2006   Senior Modeller 

 Responsible for modelling and texturing all 'vistas' and distant landscapes
 Built secondary versions of all 'vistas' for use on PS2 using SD specific techniques.
 Handled creation of all in-game advertising.  ( billboards / storefronts)

Need for Speed: Most Wanted   2004-2005   Track Lead 

 Created detailed 2D concepts of key game areas - Modelled and Textured key landmarks\Vistas
 Mentored art team on a daily basis helping individual artists better their own skills by showing best practices for

modelling and texturing.  Wrote guides detailing the artistic process.

007: Everything or Nothing 2004-2005    World Artist 
007: Nightfire   2003-2004    World Artist 
007: Agent Under Fire   2002-2003    World Artist 
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 Produced extensive Concept art.  From evil mastermind's Lava Pit  Lairs to Helicopter chases through Egyptian ruins
these games allowed me to cut loose creatively.

 Modelled, textured, and lit individual assets and complete 3D environments.
 Within aggressive memory requirements came up with modular solutions to create the illusion of large cities such as

Hong Kong and Paris.
 Was chosen to 'fix' other areas of game that required extra 'love'

Need for Speed: Porsche Unleashed 2004-2005    World Artist 

 Modelled and textured buildings, objects, and handled scene assembly and design.
 Awarded Electronic Arts Canada's 'Rookie of the Year' award. 

Recommendations (full list available on linkedIn page.)

“I've worked with Jude on a number of NFS titles over the past seven years. As my lead he created a positive environment that 
encouraged learning and creativity.  I can't say enough good things about the guy. His strong skill set and positive attitude set the 
benchmark for an artist.  As our paths diverged at EA, Jude continued to be my go to guy for design, 3d and overall creative questions.  
His strong eye for detail, incredible talent and passion for visual media, and ability to communicate that knowledge make him a valued 
teammate and leader.  Any team would greatly benefit from Jude's expertise and attitude.” 

Jim Gusa, Senior Artist, Electronic Arts - reported to Jude at Electronic Arts 

“Jude is a phenomenal artist who has an incredible eye for detail and a passion for creating memorable experiences.  He is equally 
comfortable in 3D Modeling, Texturing, Lighting, FX work, and illustration as he is in storytelling and gameplay design. In essence he 
brings a variety of skills that would benefit any project or company. 
He carries himself with a lighthearted personality that puts others at ease and makes him a valuable teammate.  
His passion is contagious and his energy is infectious. He's a one man epidemic of artistic proportions.” 

Eduardo Agostini, Art Director, Electronic Arts - managed Jude at Electronic Arts 

“The word EXTRAORDINARY gets used a lot to the point that it looses it core meaning. It's basic definition is : 1.Very unusual or 
remarkable. 2.Unusually great and out of the ordinary. Both descriptions apply to Jude Godin's personality, work ethic, creativity and 
body of work.  Jude is one of the most versatile, multi-faceted and talented artist I've had the pleasure of meeting and working with in 
my 15 years career: Drawing, painting, sculpting, characters, environments, design, concept art, textures, models... He's able to deliver 
the highest quality across the board of media production (Video games, Apps, Animation) while retaining a very specialized profile if 
needed.  And he manages to do all this while remaining enthusiastic about the job and contagiously fun to work with.  Coming from 
both ends of the spectrum ( Having owned and managed my own company as well as being employed) I can honestly say that Jude is the
kind of profile and person I'm looking forward to work with again in the future.” 

Sebastien Linage, Lead artist, Electronic Arts – worked with Jude at Electronic Arts 

Jude Godin 
www.artstation.com/judegodin

www.judegodin.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jude-godin-9081492/
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